Uses of Interactive Data Visualization in Air Traffic Control Systems
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Abstract:
Air Traffic Control (ATC) systems are complex systems responsible for maintaining safe air traffic within a designated airspace. They are essential for the safe flow of commercial flights in and out of places which can significantly reduce aerial accidents. In recent years, ATC systems have seen concerning problems in large-scale data management and inefficiencies in decision making which can lead to human error. To resolve these issues, the use of Interactive Data Visualization (IDV), a powerful method of presenting complex datasets in an engaging and comprehensible manner instead of using boring charts, can be employed. There have been prior attempts to use IDV methods in various ATC systems. Although these attempts of specializing IDV in aviation have made major contributions, most of these other proposals lack conclusions and essential aspects such as specific environmental factors of the specified airspace, the operating systems of specific airports, in addition with specialized utilization of IDV in different kinds of airspaces. In this paper, a systematic review of previous works will be conducted, the proposal of new ways for utilizing IDV in ATC systems will be discussed, and previous factors that were not considered before will be analyzed. The paper will start off by discussing the ATC systems we have today, their problems, the potential usage of IDV in ATC systems, how it would work, general proposals of potential utilization methods, the advantages and disadvantages of IDV in ATC systems, and future outlooks. The paper will provide a general overview and directions for the future of ATC systems utilizing IDV.
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1. Introduction
Air Traffic Control systems are the backbone of aviation safety, ensuring the orderly flow of air traffic within designated airspace. These systems play a pivotal role in countering aviation accidents and facilitating efficient operations of commercial flights globally. However, in recent times, as commercial airlines grow at an exponential rate, the complexity of managing vast datasets and the inefficiencies in decision-making processes within ATC systems have raised concerns [1]. Between 1985 to the 2000s, aviation accidents related to ATC systems counted as high as 179 cases [2]. Instances of runway incursions, flight delays, and communication lapses between pilots and ATC personnel underscore the urgent need for innovative solutions to enhance safety and efficiency in air traffic management.

Interactive Data Visualization (IDV) emerges as a promising approach to address the challenges faced by contemporary ATC systems. Unlike traditional methods reliant on static charts and graphs, IDV offers a dynamic means of presenting intricate datasets in a visually engaging and comprehensible manner, such as offering real-time flight tracking, visualized flight planning, interactive VFR (Visual Flight Rule), and IFR (Instrument Flight Rule) flight paths and approaches, and overall visualization of airspace [3]. IDV holds the potential to revolutionize decision-making processes within ATC systems, empowering operators with insights and facilitating more effective communication.

While previous works have explored the integration of IDV techniques into ATC systems, the existing papers often fall short in addressing critical factors such as specific environmental conditions, airport operating systems, and the diverse needs of various airspaces.

This paper will systematically review previous research efforts, explain current errors in ATC systems, identify gaps in current approaches, and propose new strategies for integrating IDV in ATC systems.

Through an examination of the continuing challenges within contemporary ATC systems, an exploration of the theoretical utilization of IDV, and an analysis of past utilization methods, this paper aims to define preliminary knowledge, explain usage of IDV in ATC systems,
evaluate IDV tools in ATC, and provide a comprehensive understanding of the potential advantages and limitations of incorporating IDV into air traffic management systems. Furthermore, it will provide an outlook on future directions and opportunities for enhancing ATC systems through the application of interactive data visualization techniques.

In the subsequent sections, the paper will explain the background and context of ATC systems, evaluate the significance of integrating IDV, and state the objectives of this paper to guide others on this critical connection between data visualization and aviation safety.

2. Preliminary Knowledge

Air Traffic Control systems are undoubtedly one of the most important factors in maintaining airspace security and general aviation flow. ATC systems can be compared to traffic lights on roads; they serve as a system to control the flow of vehicles between points so there is no overflow or jams in traffic. While understanding the importance of ATC systems, it is also important to understand the history of ATC systems. The first usage of a traffic system in aviation can be traced back to the 1920s; however, the first systematic approach to ATC did not occur until 1946, when the radar was introduced into commercial aviation, ATC systems have been developing under that basis ever since [4]. Modern ATC systems utilize radios, radars, and charts to keep track of aerial traffic and maintain safety, which can be highly inefficient due to a complex chain of procedures to ensure no human error can occur. These procedures include long radio conversations to determine decisions and the high concentration requirement to ensure aviation safety. In addition, high volumes of data displayed on radars and charts can be challenging for inexperienced controllers which can lead to catastrophic collisions [5].

Interactive data visualization offers a dynamic approach to understanding these complex systems. Interactive visualization empowers air traffic controllers to make informed decisions swiftly and effectively by presenting interactive and comprehensible data. By presenting data in a visually intuitive manner, controllers can grasp the spatial relationships and temporal dynamics of aircraft movements within their airspace with lower concentration and effort. This level of interactivity enhances situational awareness, which allows controllers to respond to changing conditions and potential safety hazards. Furthermore, interactive visualization allows for collaboration among controllers and pilots by providing a common platform for data interpretation and decision-making, thereby improving coordination and communication within the airspace.

3. Usage of Interactive Data Visualization in ATC

In ATC, applications of interactive data visualization are multifaceted and transformative. Firstly, it allows real-time flight tracking and potential computer-generated predictions, allowing controllers to monitor the positions of aircraft with clarity and precision in addition to providing predictions on flight paths. According to a case study conducted by Stefan Buschmann on real-time animated visualization of massive air traffic trajectories, by overlaying flight paths, waypoints, and airspace boundaries on one interactive map instead of multiple monitors monitored by multiple controllers, controllers can visualize the spatial distribution of traffic and identify potential conflicts or congestion points with a lower number of active personnel which can be beneficial for the economic well-being of airports. Additionally, interactive visualization enables the integration of weather data into the decision-making process, enhancing controllers’ ability to assess the impact of weather conditions on flight operations [6]. Moreover, interactive visualization can provide controllers with insights into runway conditions, taxiway usage, and gate assignments easier and efficiently. With the use of IDV, controllers can optimize traffic flow, reduce delays, and enhance safety, thereby enhancing overall operational efficiency, safety, and passenger experience.

4. Evaluation and Comparison of Interactive Data Visualization Tools in ATC

In evaluating interactive data visualization tools for ATC applications, several key criteria must be first pointed out and considered. These include controller interface design, functionality of the tool, reliability, real-time data processing abilities, and ease of integration. Ease of use and usability of the system are extremely important, as these systems need to enable efficient data interpretation and decision-making in dynamic operational environments for controllers. Furthermore, the ability of visualization tools to support collaboration and communication among control towers should be evaluated, as coordination between staff is also essential for effective air traffic operations. In addition, other considerations such as system security and system stability will also significantly influence the selection of IDV tools for ATC applications.

A comparative analysis of interactive data visualization tools in ATC can show their strengths, weaknesses, and suitability for various ATC scenarios. These tools include 3D visualization platforms, geographic information sys-
tems (GIS), and other custom-built software applications that may offer different features and functionalities that fit into specific scenario requirements. According to a previous case study conducted by Gernot Rottermanner on the design and evaluation of ATC systems with 2D and 3D visualizations, 3D visualizations on the airspace provided controllers with higher situational awareness and lower workload. However, many of the controllers did not like the system as it is a completely new approach to controlling airspaces and will take time to get used to. In addition, it is believed that this method would create a false sense of security, leading to aerial accidents [7]. The GIS system of approach, like the 3D visualization tool, also provides controllers with higher awareness in addition to higher efficiency according to studies conducted by Li Zhenggang on multidimensional display systems using GIS. However, the study also states that GIS systems may provide a safer flow of aircraft due to their unique ability to integrate geographical information into the system [8]. Based on the disadvantages of previous tools, custom-developed systems for specific airports can be created to find the best of both worlds. These systems can use a mix of 3D visualizations and GIS systems to accomplish their goals. However, a disadvantage of this system could be the cost of creating such a specialized system in addition to the challenges in integration and training of staff.

5. Future Directions and Challenges

Interactive data visualization holds promising outlooks for the future of ATC. One potential route of advancement lies in the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques into visualization tools as these tools become more mature and stable for use. Using these new developments, ATC systems can process vast amounts of real-time data to identify patterns, predict traffic flows, and optimize flight paths in a short period of time [9]. In addition, advancements in virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) will also create opportunities to enhance ATC controllers’ situational awareness and decision-making capabilities. VR and AR utilities can revolutionize how controllers interact and interpret air traffic [9]. Furthermore, ongoing developments in dynamic network visualization and interactive time-series analysis also have the potential to provide a deeper understanding of air traffic patterns. All these developments will enhance ATC systems and help controllers make decisions more effectively.

While the potential benefits of interactive data visualization in ATC are significant, there are still several challenges and limitations to adopting these changes and they must be addressed. First, integration with existing ATC systems presents a significant technical challenge, as previous ATC infrastructures may lack compatibility with modern visualization tools such as AI, ML, and VR systems, and upgrading these infrastructures might require high economic costs. Second, ensuring data quality and security is another critical concern as the airline industry is arguably one of the most expensive industries in the world and there is little room for error [10]. Thirdly, human factors such as training requirements could create challenges to the adoption of new ATC systems.

Controllers would have to give up previous skills and must undergo a new training course for the system (Coyne, 2017). Overcoming these challenges will require further development of current IDV tools to help develop solutions that meet the needs of air traffic management.

6. Conclusion

In summary, interactive data visualization holds great potential for air traffic control operations as it provides controllers with intuitive, real-time insights into airspace dynamics. Future innovations in AI, immersive technologies, and data visualization methods will offer opportunities to enhance controllers’ situational awareness, decision-making, and operational efficiency.

The adoption of interactive data visualization tools in ATC has significant implications for the future of ATC systems, allowing improved safety and efficiency in managing complex airspaces. With the continuous development of IDV tools, ATC systems will eventually unlock the full potential of interactive visualization to meet the evolving needs of the aviation industry.
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